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Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Cover Price: $3.99

This review is part of a series. If you haven’t already, check out my review of the previous issue here (/fight-club-2-5.html).

http://www.independentcomicbookreview.com/fight-club-2-5.html


We’ve lost all cabin pressure--but this time, it’s a good thing. A great thing actually. Fight Club Two, issue #6 hit stores a day ago, and reluctantly
I picked it up. Up until this point, I’ve found myself angry, confused, and upset that my dear Fight Club had been beaten into a sequel that never
should have happened. Issue number six packs some serious redemption.
We start with, “I answer to a higher power than Mr. Durden”...as a security guard saves our narrator from Tyler’s suicide mission. I mean, it was
obvious he wasn’t going to die mid-series, but who is this higher power? For once, I am actually excited about Fight Club Two. I only wish it
hadn’t taken six issues to get me here!

The pages then spiral into Tyler/Sebastian being told his marriage isn’t the first in history to turn sour, and a story is illustrated where President
Kennedy never died. In black and white panels with blood splattered red, we see that the whole grassy knoll shooting ordeal was faked so that
he and his wife could separate in secrecy. Not only do I love that idea and how it fits here, but the artwork is perfect, fading into black and white
with a film strip across the pages featuring watercolor frames from the actual film of the shooting. There’s a single frame of the president with
Marilyn, which I love, and then there are some frames of zombie hands rising from the Paper Street garden, but I’m willing to ignore those for
now in light of the things I’m excited about.



Tyler is clearly unhappy that his plan didn’t work, and demands the therapist help him kill Sebastian with medication. With a snap of the fingers,
Sebastian is back and the good stuff keeps coming. I don’t want to give away all of the goods, but I’ll give you this: issue six turns the tables. The
therapist wants to help Sebastian get to his son, by teaching him how to seem like Tyler so that Tyler’s goons bring them to his son. The reason
why the therapist wants to help is wonderful, and the things he says makes everything suddenly make sense. Tyler having a child, has a reason.
Tyler trying to kill Sebastian (which is his body as well, mind you) also has a reason. Tyler kidnapping the kid, has a reason. All of it comes
together in this issue and has me here at two in the morning writing because I have to admit . Fight Club Two is not a complete
disaster, it’s not a bunch of sell sell sell crap. Chuck Palahniuk's brilliance is apparent and I feel like a sucker for thinking he didn’t have a good
story to tell.

I am excited, but, there are still bits and pieces in here that I don’t quite feel jazzed about. The old lady Marla has been kicking it with is revealed
to be Chloe….who should be dead. She makes references to touring support groups the way Marla and Sebastian originally got started, and that
she never actually died, she just moved on to a new identity. Eh. I don’t entirely dig it. The scene in the airplane though, I totally dig it, and I’m
not giving it away because I want you to go out and get it. 

I almost forgot to mention! The back page of issue six has awesome retro cover art. Check it out:

I was wrong
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